
A Bit Fit

I was definitely doing 10,000 steps a day. Counting was hard
at first but I’d developed a system where I counted the
electricity poles and as long as they were equidistant from
each other and I kept moving at the same rate - well it was
childsplay. I simply multiplied the poles by the number of
steps, added 3 steps over each of the final 20 poles as I was
becoming a little tired and then subtracted 5 during the final
spurt where I’d usually leave Rob Heffernan in a crumpled
heap at the gate. But as I was becoming a bit fit pounding
through the weekends I wasn’t completely convinced about
the accuracy of the system and like every elite athlete at some
point I needed objective verification and so the idea to
purchase a fitbit was born.

These boots are made for walking ~ Nancy Sinatra

So courtesy of Mr Bezos one dull November morning it
arrived. The holy grail, the jewel of the Nile, the final
piece of the puzzle that would get me across the
Khumbu ice fall and walking in the sunny uplands
where everybody wore a fitbit and nobody was just a
bit fit. 

Shiny Happy People ~ REM

Where to begin. It was all going so well, and when I managed to get it out of the box after 10 minutes and
set up without breaking into a stress induced sweat or ripping into a pack of industrial strength xanax I
figured anything else it threw at me would be a leisurely walk in the park and that’s exactly how it didn’t
turn out.
Saturday morning zero hour 7am I lined out with a few frozen souls, fitbit primed, and every fibre of my
being screaming for justice and a duvet. You’ll need to join a club they said to get the best out of it and so
the guiding principle of a lifetime was rent asunder. 

Do you really want to hurt me ~ Culture Club



Still off I went, trepidatious but imbued with my own
unassailable sense of wellbeing and a feeling that
greater things were afoot. It didn’t take long to registar
my first uncomfortable encounter with reality. Halfway
to my first 10,000 I ventured a quick peek at my
newfound friend smug in the knowledge that I’d be
waving goodbye to the other fitbitters shortly and
enjoying a well deserved latte and danish but was
dumbfounded to see 1350 flash up on the screen . A few
judicious slaps later, to rectify that obvious mistake, and
I’m looking at 1359. Luckily I held on to the receipt and
I’d have a properly working one by return post and
could continue my journey to Nirvana post haste—or
maybe not! I’ve decided to reserve judgement for the
time being and hammer out a new schedule over that
latte and danish but rest assured there will be no mercy
shown when I eventually get around to it and I’ll be
demanding unrelenting dedication from my fitbit friends
in my pursuit of absolute perfection.

Let’s call the whole thing off  ~ Ella Fitzgerald

So what’s to learn from the whole regrettable
episode?
Well, that 1 minute,the official kind, not the one you
mumble at warp speed is a very very long time if
you’re planking.
10,000 steps is a big bloody walk.
The fitbit is a distraction I can do without.
Technology is mostly a pain in the butt and the
weekend is the only thing that goes quicker than it
should so enjoy it–it’s the best bit of the week.

New York Minute ~ Don Henley
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